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AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST. . .

Brethren, Family, and Friends of Napa Valley Masonic Lodge,

Happy New Year! I hope you all have a good year this year and stay 
healthy and with stable income.

Installation of officers is this Saturday evening at 7:30, at our regular 
Zoom link, which is in the Secretary’s column and will go out several 
times I’m sure by email.

A big thank you to all who got poinsettias delivered to our widows 
and presents to the children!

With our Lodge’s installation of officers this weekend, our symbols 
of Masonic consecration of corn, wine, and oil are on my mind. 
Mackey’s Encyclopedia of Freemasonry has this to say about these 
symbols: “The adoption of these symbols is supported by the highest 
antiquity. Corn, wine, and oil were the most important productions 
of Eastern countries; they constituted the wealth of the people, and 
were esteemed as the supports of life and the means of refreshment. 
David enumerates them among the greatest blessings that we enjoy, 
and speaks of them as “wine that maketh glad the heart of man, and 
oil to make his face to shine, and bread which strengthens man’s 
heart” (Psalm civ., 15). In devoting anything to religious purposes, the 
anointing with oil was considered a necessary part of the ceremony, a 
rite which has descended to Christian nations. The tabernacle in the 
wilderness, and all its holy vessels, were, by God’s express command, 
anointed with oil; Aaron and his two sons were set apart for the 
priesthood with the same ceremony ; and the prophets and kings of 
Israel were consecrated to their offices by the same rite.

Hence, Freemasons’ Lodges, which are but temples to the Most High, 
are consecrated to the sacred purposes for which they were built by 
strewing corn , wine, and oil upon the Lodge, the emblem of the Holy 
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Ark. Thus does this mystic ceremony instruct us to be nourished 
with the hidden manna of righteousness, to be refreshed with the 
Word of the Lord, and to rejoice with joy unspeakable in the riches 
of divine grace. “Wherefore, my brethren,” says the venerable Harris 
(Discourse iv, 81), “wherefore do you carry corn, wine, and oil in your 
processions, but to remind you that in the pilgrimage of human life 
you are to impart a portion of your bread to feed the hungry, to send 
a cup of your wine to cheer the sorrowful, and to pour the healing 
oil of your consolation into the wounds which sickness hath made in 
the bodies, or afflictions rent in the heart, of your fellow-travelers?”

In processions, the corn alone is carried in a golden pitcher, the wine 
and oil are placed in silver vessels, and this is to remind us that the 
first, as a necessity and the “staff of life,” is of more importance and 
more worthy of honor than the others, which are but comforts.”

Michael McKeown

NV Lodge #93 Secretary Message

Hello Brothers,
I am very pleased to announce that Worshipful Michael McKeown 
PM was re-elected to serve as Master of the Lodge for the upcoming 
2021 Masonic year. Serving with him will be:
 Sr. Warden – WB Sam Maffei
 Jr. Warden – WB Mikal Litzza PM
 Treasurer – WB Ron Werle PM
 Secretary – WB Sean Harris PM

There were no new hall directors added to the board this year as 3 
came off, organically reducing the elected members to 6 total.

1. Craig McMullen PM
2. Hector Marroquin PM 
3. Stan Waggoner Sr. 



2021 Hall Directors
Ron Werlé 2nd year 2nd term
Al Holland 2nd year 1st term
Jeremy Webb 2nd year 1st term
Sean Harris 3rd year 2nd term
Eric Forrestall 3rd year 1st term
Mikal Litzza 3rd year 2nd term
Michael McKeown exoficio Master
Sam Maffei exoficio Sr. Warden

The 2021 dues information:
The Grand Lodge approved raising the per-capita payment from 
$53.00. to $55.25 per year, per member. As a result the 2021 lodge 
dues are now $80.25 per year. ($25+$55.25)
Our life membership is pro-rated based on age (which is good for 
older members). Those interested in a life membership should 
refer to the table below and contact me if you want to convert your 
membership to lifetime.

The Grand Master has renewed the Member Restoration Program 
for the 2021 year, which means all members that are suspended for 
non-payment of dues can be reinstated for a one-time $100 fee, as 
long as the membership of the lodge re-authorizes the program at a 
stated meeting.

§809.320. LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

A sum of money equal to the Lodge’s annual dues at the time of 
purchase of the life membership multiplied by the factor indicated 
opposite the member’s age in the following schedule:

Age 49 and under, a factor equal to or greater than 24 times annual dues;  $1926
50 to 54 inclusive, a factor equal to or greater than 20 times annual dues;  $1605
55 to 59 inclusive, a factor equal to or greater than 18 times annual dues;  $1444.50
60 to 64 inclusive, a factor equal to or greater than 16 times annual dues; $1284
65 to 71 inclusive, a factor equal to or greater than 14 times annual dues; $1123.50 
and 
Age 72 and over, a factor equal to or greater than 12 times annual dues. $963



 2020 dues cards expire on Dec 31, 2020.

With iMember2.0, members can now pay their dues themselves with 
a credit card online

How to Pay Dues By Credit Card
This new, convenient way to pay dues is rolling out to all members 
at the beginning of the 2020-21 fraternal year.   Here’s how it works:

1.  Log in to the Member Center at member.freemason.org and follow the prompts 
to “Pay Dues”. If members haven’t already logged in, all they will need is their 
member number, lodge number, and email address. The system takes VISA and 
Mastercard.
2.    Once paid, the member will be able to download a new dues card immediately.
3.  Secretaries will be able to see which members have made their payment on 
a special dues dashboard, which will automatically update Intacct as well, if the 
lodge is using Intacct.
4.    Every month, secretaries will receive a check and an itemized report for all of 
the monies collected, less any credit card processing fees. 

If you want to send in check you can still do so. Given the 
extraordinary circumstances with Covid-19 I’m requesting dues 
payments be mailed directly to the Secretary: 

   Lodge Secretary (Dues)
   Napa Valley Lodge #93
   4450 Mira Loma Drive
   Pittsburg CA 94565

Note - Please keep in mind that checks mailed to me require a bank 
branch visit for deposit. So if you can accomplish your dues payments 
online with the new method I would encourage you to do so.

Conducting Business in the Covid-19 environment
We are continuing to hold “Virtual Stated Meetings” at our regular 
times each first Wednesday of the month. It will done via the Zoom 
teleconferencing application. members who wish to dial-in by 
telephone only can attend the meeting in that fashion as well.
The Virtual Stated Meeting is open to Masons only.



Join Zoom Virtual Stated Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81851654788?pwd=QndSeGFTWTdBN
Uc2eW5mZHJxRW5zZz09

Meeting ID: 818 5165 4788
Passcode: 612376
One tap mobile
+16699006833,,81851654788#,,,,,,0#,,612376# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81851654788#,,,,,,0#,,612376# US (Tacoma)

Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)

Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kG9P0r0q6

The Shelter-in-Place order for Napa County can be found at:
https://www.countyofnapa.org/DocumentCenter/View/17112/
Shelter-at-Home-Order-7-8-2020--?bidId=

I encourage all of our lodge brothers to attend these online meetings, 
particularly those brothers that have relocated away from the Napa 
Valley. We would love to see and hear from you again during this 
unique circumstance.

Please reach out to any of the Lodge Officers if you are in need of 
assistance.

Fraternally,

Sean Harris PM
Secretary
seanharris007@gmail.com
(925)352-5987



It’s 2021!!  
We hope that this new year will bring us back together.  We have 
really been missing our in-person meetings, but the ZOOM get 
togethers are a decent substitute.  Our next meeting will be January 
28 and you should join us!  The beauty of this new format is that even 
if you live far away, you can “see” everyone!  Masons, OES, friends 
and youth group members are welcome to join us.  If you don’t have 
the link, just send an e-mail to Silverado189@gmail.com and I’ll 
make sure you receive the link.  

We have a private Facebook group that all OES members can join.  
It’s called Silverado Order of the Eastern Star and if you let me know 
your Facebook name, I can invite you to join the group.

I don’t have most of our member’s emails, so please send an e-mail to 
Silverado189@gmail.com, I’m collecting e-mails so that we can more 
easily reach our members.

If you would like to get a jump on your 2021 dues, the cost will be 
$47.71 for people who DO have life sponsorships and $57.71 for 
people who DO NOT have life sponsorships.  If you would like to 
purchase the life sponsorship, the cost is $75.00.  Dues checks can 
be mailed to me at Silverado Chapter – 4450 Mira Loma Drive, 
Pittsburg, CA  94565.  Individual notices will be sent once I receive 
the receipts from Grand Chapter.  

If you need to contact me for any reason, please call 925-352-5998 or 
email me at Silverado189@gmail.com  

Thank you and stay safe and sane in these crazy times!  
Mariana Harris, Secretary  
Silverado #189  

OES Message



 January
Birthdays

Randolph Derr        1/11/1989 
Donald Hudson   1/16/1964
Andrew Hingston   1/20/1999
Richard Hyde    1/23/2014
Allen Holland  PM      1/24/2005
Stanley Waggoner,Sr.   1/25/1966
Charles Cunningham,Jr. PM  1/26/1977
Donald Thomas   1/28/1959
John Zopfi               1/28/1981
Scott Small  PM   1/28/2003
King Cowdin      1/30/2013

happy
Anniversary3rd Degree

Mohammad Subaie   01/01
Robin Feckner PM   01/01 
Mark Linder    01/04 
John Kuykendall   01/05
Erik De Marco    01/10 
M. David Perry PGM   01/12
Allen Holland PM    01/17
James Edginton,Jr.   01/20
Robert Palmer PM   01/28
Samuel Maffei PM   01/30



What makes me a Speculative Freemason is I wonder and speculate 
on the hidden mysteries embedded in our good Craft’s symbols and 
rituals. I believe the answers to the world’s most enduring mysteries 
are vouchsafed within the bosom of Freemasonry. The first and 
foremost secret is that humanity exists in a sleep like state because 
no one is teaching us how to finish waking up and realize our True 
nature. Indeed it could be that there are powerful forces in the world, 
powerful ancient forces, perhaps non-human forces who may even 
be the progenitors of mankind, that endeavor to keep humanity 
ignorant of our True nature. This secret is however encoded in some 
of Freemasonry’s symbolism, and many Masonic scholars believe this 
is a core secret, if not the main core secret, of Freemasonry.

The plaque commemorating the dedication of the Grand Lodge of 
Pennsylvania is etched: “Masonry has secrets which are not to be made 
manifest till the time for declaring all things”. I think you can safely 
assume, my brothers, that we, as the collective body of Freemasonry, 
are preserving for humanity the most treasured secrets of our ancient 
and more technologically advanced past. If not in actual knowledge 
held by three men at any one time (as I suspect is the case), at least in 
the preservation of the forms, ceremonies, and art, which have carried 
the secrets through the ages until such time as enlightened men can 
look with understanding. We are the beginning of that enlightened age.

We are taught from our first admission into a lodge of Free and 
Accepted Masons that lodges are dedicated to the Holy Saints John: 
St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist. These are represented 
in the lodge by two parallel lines on either side of a point within a 
circle, which we explored last month.

Gnosticism taught that either through direct inquiry or directed 
behaviors one could experience immediate knowledge of God while 
alive. Two parallel paths, one secret. So the two St.s John taught two 
different methods of attaining the same goal and that goal parallels 
Roman Christianity’s in a most fascinating way. While early Roman 
Christian belief systems taught (and still do teach) an ‘outer’ teaching 
focused on the parables and actions of Jesus, Jesus himself was really 
teaching the same Gnostic truths that the Holy St. Johns preached, 
but couched in a different way. Catholic Christianity teaches the outer 
teaching of a thing of which Gnostic theology speaks to the inner 
teaching of.

Michael’s Masonic esoterica



Now we get to the crux of it. Just as the two parallel lines symbolize 
the two parallel paths of the inner and the outer teaching of two early 
Christian believe systems, Masonry itself has an outer and an inner 
teaching. The outer teaching is the one where we borrow elements 
from Biblical history and tradition to create a framework whereby 
we do the “taking good men and making them better” thing. But I’m 
here to tell you my brothers that there is an extraordinarily exciting 
“inner teaching” in this same Masonic historical tradition.

I ask you, what is at the root of all mankind’s distress? What pain 
do all humans endure while traveling through this veil of tears? You 
might rightly answer ‘the fear of death’ or ‘the desire for an intimate 
connection with God’. There is a hole in all of us that we endeavor to fill 
with things of the world, none of which are ultimately very satisfying 
because what we really want, what we really need, is awareness of the 
Supreme Being and to lose the fear of death. This distress caused by 
ignorance of our True Nature follows us through life.

Which brings us to Truth, the divine attribute at the root of all 
virtue. Truth refers to a condition of observation that occurs before 
labeling of experience by the ego, the thinking mind. By awareness 
of what’s ultimately true in our experience, we know from an interior 
experiential level that we are all indeed one family. All distress 
immediately vanishes in the realization that it was caused by the 
illusion of separateness. We begin to experience that indeed, Truth 
is a divine attribute, for in the recognition of what is True in our 
experience we recognize the divinity of the Supreme Being in all that 
can be experienced.

While Masonry clearly hides this most enduring human secret in many 
of it’s symbols and allegories, it does not provide instruction. There is 
an opportunity for enlightenment to occur (a term that refers to being 
brought from darkness to light) which Master Masons will remember 
when a travel they took involved a tolling bell. Contemplation of what 
was occurring at that moment, combined with the stark clarity of the 
ringing bell can thrust one’s awareness to the sublime. That is a rare 
and fleeting moment of opportunity however, and few are prepared in 
their hearts to allow their soul to make the necessary leap of awareness 
at that moment.

So let’s look at the circle and the point of the Monad. We’re taught 
the point represents an individual, and the circle the boundary of his 
conduct (actions), but we can assume that this is an outer teaching, 
so the inner teaching we discover must reflect the outer teaching we 



all know or else the inner teaching we infer must be incorrect. We 
know the two parallel lines represent the two holy Saints John, who 
taught about a secret Gnostic knowledge, one by an outer teaching, 
and the other by an inner teaching.

The Monad was used by the Pythagoreans to represent Divinity or 
the First Being. The Monad refers to the Source or the One, meaning 
without division. To the Pythagoreans, the point and circle represented 
eternity, whose “center is everywhere and the circumference nowhere”. 
Now I think we’re onto something! The teachings of Pythagoras were 
influential in the Gnostic movement. We know the parallel lines 
refer to two figures in Gnostic Christianity, and we know Pythagorus 
figures prominently in Masonic lore! And here we have a symbol that 
ties them all together around a common theme of unity. Unity. One; 
without division. You might say “not two”, or better: “non-dual”.

That’s the secret! In fact it refers to the world’s most prevalent, most 
ancient secret, so we should not be surprised that Masonry might also 
speak to it. The symbol of the Monad shows us an inner truth to human 
existence that is not possible to express in language because anything 
one uses language to describe utilizes dualisms. Language can not be 
used to say anything that is non-dual. A thing is because of this other 
thing it is not. Here we have a symbol speaking of a condition where 
there is only ‘Being’ with no division. Standing in the middle. Existing 
at one’s center from which observation of and action upon the world 
occurs, before labeling of experience separates it into dualisms. This 
ultimate Truth can only be conveyed through symbols, allegory, and 
examples of what it is not, since it can not be said what this Truth is. 
For by saying what it is, we’re already wrong.

The non-dual aspect the point within the circle speaks to has to do 
with how we observe the world. Most of us, indeed I dare say all of 
you, are not fully awake. There are three states of awareness available 
to humans: the sleep state, the awake state, and the self aware state. 
We’re all familiar with the sleep and awake states; they’re easy to tell 
apart. Sometimes if you’re having a bad dream while asleep you try to 
wake yourself up because even when asleep you know there’s another 
state of awareness called ‘awake’. They can be differentiated from one 
another. On the other hand though the self aware state is just like the 
awake state. There is no difference. There is no way that you can say “I 
am awake and I want to be in this other state of awareness called Self 
Aware”, it is the same state; you are already that, but you’re ignoring 
something that’s going on that’s keeping you from being aware of the 
fully awake condition. You ignore this thing I’m talking about because 



there is never any time when it doesn’t exist, nor any time when it exists 
differently, so that you can differentiate it. Since it goes on all the time 
without change and without cessation, it gets completely ignored by 
nearly all of humanity except those few who spontaneously awaken, 
or those that hear this message and set about making it happen. This 
ignorance to how things really are is the root of all suffering, and it 
is this hidden truth of the human condition that is conveyed by the 
symbol of the Monad.

This self aware condition I’m talking about goes by a number of 
different names, most with a capital first letter to identify it for what 
it is referring too: Truth, Reality, Absolute, God. It is the originating 
state of awareness. It is the ‘I’ feeling that exists before all other feelings 
and observations occur. It is the ground state of observation before 
choosing a path for the energy to take, before labeling occurs. It is who 
you really are before you label yourself and your experience.

You currently think you are an individual who experiences the world 
‘out there’, but you make the mistake your finger were to make if one 
day it were to say “I can touch the world, therefore I am unique and 
separate”, but it would be wrong; it’s part of a whole body. In the same 
way we say we are the “seer who sees the seen thing”. This is the triune 
nature of God: we separate our experience into these three pieces: the 
observer who observes the observed thing. The hearer who hears the 
heard thing. The thinker who thinks the thought. But we make the 
mistake a stream of water might if it were to say “I am the streamer 
who streams the stream”. It would be deluding itself; it’s just water. In 
the same way there is just awareness. In other words, and this sounds 
kinda weird, you are what you see. It is all one. Not two. Non-dual.

So how can you learn to recognize something that is in your constant 
experience, something that is never different from what it is, that you 
have heretofore completely ignored? How can you learn to experience 
something that can’t be talked about because the minute you use words 
you’re wrong? Here’s an example of how there can be something in 
your constant experience that you thought felt different but you were 
wrong: Do this exercise for two weeks: every time you feel emotion get 
excited and ask yourself “what did it feel like a moment before I labeled 
the experience that caused the energy of emotion to arise?”. It takes 
most people about two weeks to realize that the movement of energy 
within the body for emotion is the same for each experience, and you 
only thought it felt different because of the label you gave the stimuli 
that caused the energy movement to occur. So then there’s an ‘ah ha’ 
moment where you realize there’s something that you always thought 



felt different but it did not! In the same way there is an undercurrent 
of energy for all observation, all experience, that you pretend feels 
different but is actually the same!

The experiences of emotion that you might call ‘love’ ‘irritation’ 
‘pride’ ‘beauty’ ‘disappointment’, etc. are ‘energy-feelings’. They are 
the base energy occurring within the body with a label applied to it 
(the ‘feeling’), the label based on the stimulating event that caused the 
energy to occur. Prior to doing the above experiment you focused on 
the label and thought the experiences felt different. Now you focus on 
the energy and recognize all emotion to have the same root.

Another exercise by which you might recognize your True Nature 
and become fully awake: Look for the observing I within you. Who 
thinks these thoughts I’m thinking? Who chooses what to think? I 
must not be my thoughts because I can watch them and chose them. 
Who ‘has’ this body? I can command it, and if I lose an arm I am not 
somehow 1/5th less me, so “I” must not be the body, so where is this 
I who has this body? Where inside me is the seer? Who tastes this 
food? You might answer to all of these questions: “why me of course, 
I do”. But where is this I? Can you find it? ‘I’ think these thoughts, ‘I’ 
have this body, I am this woman’s husband, I am a businessman, I am 
this boy’s father, I am 53 years old; all wrong beliefs because anything 
I can point to and say “that’s me” I’m wrong because who then is the 
me doing the pointing? If I turn my attention around I can’t find the 
me. All I find are the things I say I have and that I am and that I see.

Here’s the trick: you can’t actually ‘look’ for this I because if ‘you’ are 
looking for the ‘I’ that is doing the looking, you’re stuck in a loop. So 
you can’t look for the I; you’ll never find it that way. Another way to 
say it is there is no I to be found. There is an I, but you can’t ‘find’ it. 
It’s there all the time without cessation, so it can’t be found because 
it’s already there. But you can sense the I. It has an energy feeling. It is 
in fact all energy, all feeling, all observation. Another technique is to 
look for the sameness quality in your experience; there is a sameness 
quality to how it feels to see, how it feels to hear, how it feels to think. 
Another technique is to set aside all things that are ‘me’ and ‘mine’, 
indeed all things that can be said about you. What remains is the 
ever-present I. Latch onto the feeling of the I, latch onto the sameness 
quality that exists for all observation. In a flash awareness will occur 
and an inversion of how you experience the world happens and you 
will awaken to your True Nature. I assure you it will not be the ‘you’ 
that goes by a name, that has a job, that is a Mason. If you can point 
to it and say “that’s me, I’m a Mason; that’s me, I’m Michael”, then you 



have to go back to the question: who is doing the pointing? Who is 
saying I am this, I am that? By repeatedly saying “I am not this thing 
I can point at because how can I be something I am pointing at?” By 
consistently recognizing all the things you are not, what remains is 
the real you.

The Monad admonishes us to remain centered as the observer, the 
witness, of our thoughts and actions. Our thoughts don’t define us, nor 
are they us, rather they are a continual internal noise which instead 
of identifying with we can watch dispassionately as an observer and 
remain unaffected by. From this position we can choose our actions 
and behaviors rather than behaving from learned response.

Emotional responses always arise from identifying with the thinking 
mind instead of being the dispassionate observer. Any time such a 
feeling overcomes us it is an immediate personal notification that we 
have identified with the thinking mind and forgotten to stand in the 
center as the witness, the observer. The observer never experiences 
‘feelings’. It watches from a position of love and compassion. It 
experiences the movement of energy in the body without labeling it 
and causing it to become emotion.

The thinking mind is the internal voice which never shuts up, in 
fact it’s afraid of shutting up because that would be it’s death, and it’s 
afraid of dying, yet the thinking mind is what most humans identify 
with and believe to be ‘them’. The existence of the thinking mind is 
what makes us say irrational things like “I’m so proud of myself ”, as 
if there are two of you?

Masonic symbols point the way to an inner teaching which, once 
recognized, one must study extra-masonic sources to learn more 
about. Albert Pike knew of these mysteries and traveled far in search 
of the answers, but he missed the mark by a wide margin. More than 
a century later we now have a large body of literature from many 
modern enlightened sages to help us understand how to achieve what 
Masonry points the way to.

All humans will be self aware one day; it is nothing more than our 
original state, our most natural way of being. Who we really are is the 
easy thing to do. Rudolf Steiner, in ‘Theosophy’, says: “Everyone, who 
has patience and endurance reaches this goal, for although not every 
physical eye can be operated on, every spiritual eye can be opened. 
When it will be opened is only a question of time.”



The most valuable enlightened sage of the modern era was Ramana 
Maharshi. He gave us a tool by which anyone can awaken. This 
technique is called ‘direct inquiry’. By direct inquiry we merely ask 
ourselves ‘who am I?’. Well that’s easy, you say. Like Descartes (the 
“I think therefor I am” fellow), you might answer: “I’m the one who 
thinks”. Descartes recognized the false self of the thinking mind. The 
thinking mind is not really you though, for ‘you’ can choose what 
to think. You watch your thoughts. You become addicted to a line 
of thought and can’t stop thinking about it, mulling it over and over 
until finally you tell yourself “enough of thinking about this thing, I’m 
going to think about something else”.

‘You’ tell ‘yourself ’ to stop thinking about something? Are there two of 
you? Yes, there are, and one of them is false. The ‘self ’ you are ‘telling’ 
is the false self, the thinking mind self. The real you is the observing 
self. The thinking mind is a useful tool to manipulate the world with, 
but we make the mistake of identifying with it. We believe it to be us 
and become slave to all the incorrect and inaccurate things it tells us 
about the world and ourselves.

Direct inquiry culminates by identifying all the things you can point 
at as being ‘not you’ and what remains is the eternal Real you. The 
real you is the ‘I’ thought before all other thoughts arise. Jesus speaks 
of it most succinctly by saying “I am”.

Everything exists because it is the thing it knows about. Our ego 
separates experience into the knower and the known. The ego is a 
trickster. It tells you “I don’t want to take out the garbage”, “I hate my 
job”, “I’m dissatisfied with my life”. It tells me: “I’d rather be fishing”. 
The mistake we make is in identifying with the voice of the ego. Rather 
than comically watching the ego go through it’s machinations to try to 
prove to us how important it is (and thereby not give it any energy), 
instead we fulfill it’s desire and believe that is who we are. We believe 
we are the one that would rather be fishing instead of recognizing the 
pure pleasure that exists in being. If I expect fishing to make me happy, 
then I won’t be happy doing what’s keeping me from that happiness. 
If I go fishing and don’t get any fish, I’m not happy then either. The 
ego likes it when we’re not happy, that’s something the ego can really 
work with.

Stop reading for a few minutes and observe thoughts as they occur. 
As you sit quietly and watch your thoughts for a few minutes you 
find out they’re a quite a jumble. They jump from snatches of songs 
to bits of phrases to a daydream. To actually think about something 



for a minute or two takes a supreme effort.

Not only have you discovered you are not your thinking mind, the 
mind has revealed itself to not really be very good at it’s job. You can’t 
get it to do your bidding for more than a few seconds and on it’s own 
it jumps all over the place. Here’s an amazing fact: Psychologists with 
the proper brain wave reading equipment can tell your decision on 
something before you think you made the decision. That’s because the 
thinking mind takes the decision as it is actualized, and says, “whoa, 
here’s a path actualizing, I better claim ownership to it real quick”. Dr. 
David Hawkins reports the time lag is 1/10,000 of a second; small, but 
measurable. So all those times you ‘think’ you’re making a decision, 
‘you’ as a separate individual self are not making those decisions. 
Decisions happen as part of the continual explosion of creation, and 
your little self, the ego, claims responsibility.

The small self, the ego, likes to have everything polarized. In fact, 
everything you experience you experience through the diffracting 
nature of the egoic lens which separates everything into three pieces: 
the observer, the thing observed, and the act of observing, and 
polarizes everything based on what it’s not. Everything at the level 
of the ego is one way or the other. As you increasingly note that 
everything has two sides, and stand dispassionately in the middle, the 
ego will become more observable as a little pain in the butt trying to 
get you to believe and behave certain ways. The intention has to be 
one of loving compassion: “My silly little ego…hahaha, there it goes 
again, trying to make me believe things are one way”.

Here’s an example: your loved one does something irritating and you 
put on frustrated energy. But the irritating thing could equally have 
been seen by someone else in a different frame of mind as adorably 
cute and feel love energy. The event is the same and the energy that 
occurs is the same. The definition is different and the behavior that 
results is different. You will not have much luck choosing a different 
behavior path because if you find the situation frustrating, irritated 
is going happen. The exercise is to recognize that you are being a 
victim of the ego’s labeling of the event and the resulting behavior it 
chooses. By constantly de-polarizing everything that occurs, every 
single minute in fact, the ego runs out of a job to do.

The Monad, that most elegant of all geometric Masonic symbols, 
teaches us to circumscribe our emotions by standing in the center, 
and by this constant exercise the grace of the Supreme Being will 
expose itself.
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